PHAY SILENCE FO$t
a wasps* nest six inches above my head. I'd thought
that the flies seemed distmit. ... I don't think they
get on with wasps. And of course I was occupying the
air-port of this particular nest. They swooped all
round me to get in—millions of them. Jostling mm
another in the mouth. Must have been a rash-hour, or
something, I was digesting these very compelling
circumstances and trying to work out, * if four hornets
can kill a horse, how many wasps does it take to do in a
man ? * when Casca picked up the ball.
" What he said is of no real import, but he gave me
the clear impression of a man who is giving way. He
let the rendezvous go and started to jib at the date.
Woking was just beginning to speak of the boat he
must catch, when I heard someone running like blazes
the way I had come. The next moment they let out a
yell.
** * Monsieur, monsieur, where are you ? *
" I can't pretend to reproduce in detail what then
took place.   For one thing, my brain was beiKtag
befieath the stress of remembering what I'd heard, and,
for another, only a seismograph could ever foave
recorded such a frenzied blend of panic, incoherence aad
wrath.   The chauffeur supplied the incoherence, Casca
tha panic and Woking the peremptory wrath*   Of
course I could guess what had happened* but the
chauffeur kept howling about magic, Casca kept calliag
upon God, and Woking, who knows bo French, kept
alternately cursing them silly and demanding the truth.
At last he wrung out of Casca that someone had taken
the car and they blundered oS through the greenwood
back to the road.   And none too soon for Arthur.   Two
less unobservant wasps had noticed my nose and w«»e
investigating that member with every ciro3BastaiK« of
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